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Introduction 
It is now commonly known that the history of the Son Buddhist 
tradition禅宗 inKorea goes back to the early 9th century. Son Buddhism 
from this period, i.e. the second half of the Unified Silla (668-936) and the 
early Koryo (918-1392) is ch訂acterizedby the formation of a series of 
transmission lineages popularly known as the Nine Mountain Son lineages 
(Kor. kusan s凸nmun九山禅門）.1While our knowledge and understanding 
of the history and nature of early Son Buddhism in Korea is gradually 
growing, there are stil large lacunae that need to be filled out.百lese
’black spots’are mainly caused by a darth of reliable data conceロ世lgthe 
historical formation of the different lineages that make up the tradition as 
well as more substantial information on beliefs, doctrines and practices. 
What we have at our disposal now amounts to a fairly large epigraphical 
material containing a blend of historical, mythological and laudato可 data
* I here wish to thank the three estimated Korean scholars Han Kidu韓基斗， Ch’oePyonghδn盗柄
憲， andHo Hungsik許輿値， whoin various ways have influenced and stimulated my research 
over the years 
1 See Henrik H. 50ensen, The History and Doctrines of Early Korean Son Buddhism, Doctoral 
Thesis, University of Cope吋1agen,1987 
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couched in a highly formulaic and poetic form of classical Sino-Korean. 
Although this primary material does contain a fair amount of what can 
be considered historical data, the main purpose of the epigraphs was 
never historical 立1 natunテーat least not 
出 the way we normally 
understand history-but strongly panegyrical and idealized. 
In addition we 
derive our knowledge from scattered text-passages, 
of 
mostly culled from sect histories belonging to Chinese Chan Buddhism. 
This material consists mainly of the often formalized exchanges 
auestions and answers between a given master and his disciple(s), the 
~o-called ’encounter-dialogues' (Kor. Mun仰問答）.This material, as far as 
recordings of actual obviously its has events, considered be can 
Indeed, source for historical, or 
even doctrinal 
limitations. as a 
information, not to mention beliefs and practices, it is by nature rather 
one-sided and na口owin scope. 
Embedded in the epigraphical and 
sect-historical material we 
occasionally come across passages of what amounts to statements of a 
doctrinal nature. Indeed, we even find excerpts from doctrinal Son texts 
that discusses the path to enlightenment and moreover gives us an insight 
into the views 
and ideas which shaped their authors’understandings. 
Although this material is both rare and limited it is that which provides 
us wi出 thebest understanding of the issues that shaped early Son. 
decade ago I discussed the existence of less several a More than 
well-known son lineages outside the traditional structure of the Nine 
Mountain lineages. These ex廿alineages include those founded by Hyeso 
慧昭（774-850)2, Su吋i)I頂之（fl.late 9th cent.)3, Ch’ungdam忠湛（869-940)4,
and the Papan法眼 Sonmaster Chijong智宗（930-1018)5 My findings 
2 Han’guk pulgyo imnyang sajδn(Biographical Dictionary of Korean Buddhism), ed. Yi Chong, Seoul 
Pulgyo Sidaesa, 193, p.344a 
3 Ibid., p.160ab 
4 Ibid., p. 310b-lla 
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conceロtlngthese lineages did not constitute new discoveries per se as they 
rested mai吋y on a reinterpretation of already existing primary sources 
and other well-known material. What was’new' wぉ thatpreviously few 
scholars had paid serious attention to these minor lineages or otherwise 
understood their significance within the greater context of early Korean 
Son. 
When taking a closer and more critical look at the extant sources it 
becomes clear that some of these lesser well-known lineages were if not 
more important historically speaking than some of the Nine Mountain 
lineages, several of which appears to have been relatively short-lived, they 
were at least equally influential in their time. Hence I believe that by 
re-instating these less well-known Son lineages into the history of early 
Son where they rightly belong, we should no longer understand the name 
Kusan S凸nmunas indicating the total number of lineages in existence at 
that time. The active lineages during the late Silla and early Koryo were 
in fact much more numerous and diverse than has hitherto been accepted. 
百世spaper is devoted to a discussion of one of these early Son lineage 
that history has to some extent passed over. I shall here focus my 
investigation on the life and times of a Son master with the posthumous 
title Hyongak 玄覚（n.d.),a relatively obscure monk and founder of a 
Son lineage in the central parts of Mt. Chiri 智理山 in Sou th Challa 
province. By bringing Hyongak out of obscurity and into proper historical 
perspective, it is my hope that yet another small piece in the complicated 
and incomplete puzzle that is early Korean Son will fal into place. In 
addition this study shall seek to unravel the mystery surrounding Yongok 
Temple 鷲谷寺尾 which was probably re-built under Hyongak’s 
s Ibid., p. 283b-4a 
6 Name also written燕谷寺.It is located in the district of Kurye on the border between the 
modern provinces of South Challa and South Kyongsang. Se Han’guk sach'al s可。1(Dictionary of 
Korean Temples; hereafter HSS), 2 vols., comp. Kwon Sangno, Seoul: lhwa munhwa ch’ulp’ansa, 
194, Vol. I, p. 125. Note that this otherwise reliable resource wrongly places the temple in the 
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supervision and subsequently became the seat of the S加 lineagehe 
founded. This second part will also contain a survey of the archeological 
material found on the Yongok Temple site together with an attempt at 
placing it in its historical context. 
1. The Sources on Hy凸ngakand Y凸ngokTemple 
The earliest source on Hyongak is a fragmented stele inscription, 
entitled Y凸ngoksa Hyongak s凸nsa t'appi 鷲谷寺玄覚禅師塔碑（Stele
Inscription for the Stロpaof Son Master Hyongak of Yongok Temple; 
hereafter YHST)7 Today this inscription is only extant in a highly 
fragmented state, for which reason it is only possible to extract very 
meagre information from it. Most importantly, however, is its da出1g
which is given as 978 AD. This indicates that Hyongak passed away 
some time prior to that date, i.e. during the early Koryo. 
Next we encounter Hyongak in the late Koryo work, the Sonmun 
pojang nok禅門宝蔵録（Recordsof the Precious Collection of the Son 
School; hereafter SPNB) compiled by the monk Ch' onch’aek 天頑
(1206-after 1293)9, in 1293 AD. 官官 SPNis unique for containing a 
v1cmity of the town of Namwon in North Challa provmce 
7 This title is a constructed one, and not that which originally adorned Hyongak’s stele. The most 
useful version of the extant text can be found in the Namal Y6ch'o k伽isO<mun (Texts on Metal 
and Stone from the Late Sila and Early Koryo), Vol. 1, comp. Han'guk yoksa y6ngu ho巴， Seoul
Hyean, 1993, pp. 318-21. See also Chosen kinseki soran(Korean Inscriptions on Metal and Stone; 
hereafter CKS), Vol. 1, ed. Chosen sotδfuku, Seoul (Ke恥）： Asea munhwa sa, 1976 (reprint of the 
Japanese 1919 edition), pp. 555-6 
B Contained凶 Han’gukpulgyo ch6ns6(Complete Works of Korean Buddhism; hereafter HPC) Vol. 6, 
comp. Tongguk Taehakkyo, Seoul: Tongguk taehakkyo ch’ulp’ansa, 1984, pp. 469c-84a. See also 
Dainihon zokuzokyσ（Great Japanese Continuation of the Tripitaka; hereafter ZZ), 90 vols. (new 
edition of the original ZZ in 150 vols.), Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1979-1989, 1276.64, pp 
807a-16c 
9 See also Yi Yon副a，℃h’6nch’aekui Hasan nok (Ch’6nch’aek’s Hasan nok），” Han'guk pulgyo加k
(Studies in Korean Buddhism; hereafter HPH) 4 (1979), pp. 39-62.刊ereis an ongoing discussion 
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number of excerpts from early Son Buddhist scriptures most of which訂 e
no longer extantlO. The fairly lengthy excerpt to interest us here is said to 
come from a work called Hy凸ngaksonsa kyowae suson chang玄覚禅師
教外竪禅章（TheSection of Son Master Hyongak’s Established Son outside 
Doctrinal Buddhism)ll. It is in the form of a dialogue between Hyongak 
and what appears to be a follower of the Hwaom School, but otherwise 
this si伊ificantsource contains no direct historical information. 
百1elast source at our disposal is the chronicle of Hyongak’s temple, 
Chiri san Yongok sa sajok智理山鷲谷寺事蹟（Recordof the Yongok 
Temple on Mt. Chiri; hereafter CYS)12.百usimportant historical record is 
part of the larger, comprehensive history of Hwaom Temple, the Haedong 
Honam Chiri san Tae Hwa凸m sa saj凸k 海東湖南智理山大華厳寺事蹟
(Record of the Great Hwaom Temple on Mt. Chiri in Hona叫 Korea;
hereafter日f口H)13,a work cons ting of several scattered records and 
compiled by Chong Huihon鄭嚢憲（d. 1968), a late abbot of Hwaom 
Temple 華厳寺.While the f凶tpart of the CYS is devoted to a miracle 
tale concerning the building of a stupa on the later site of Yongok 
as to the identity of this monk. Some Korean scholars such as Ch’oe Py6ngh6n of Seoul National 
University believes that there may have been two monks with the same name Ch'onch’aek. one 
of them a C均的Emonk, the other a Son monk and the actual compiler of the SPN. Per~onal 
communication with Choe Py6ngh6n 
10 Presumably these lost works were written during the later part of Unified Sila and early Kory6. 
11 HPC Vol. 6, pp. 472b-3a. See also ZZ 1276：・64,pp. 807a-16c 
12 Included as an append以mPulgyo hakbo Gournal of Buddhist Studies; hereafter PH) 6 (1969), 
pp. 208b-Sa. At the time it was joined to the HHCTH (see below) the last part of its text had 
already been lost. The last dated en廿yin the CYS is from 1779 AD. which make it evident that 
the chronicle itself was compiled some time after this year. Judging from its style it was 
probably written by an unknown author during the first half of the 19th century 
13 PH 6 (1969), pp. 238-5. It was compiled during the first quarter of this century. While some of 
the data and records contained in this work are of considerable age the majority of the texts 
which make it up were composed during the 19th and early 20th century. It is also from Ven 
Chong’s library that the temple history of Songju Temple聖住寺， thecenter of the Mt. Sるngju
Line of the Nine Mountain Son Schools of Sila, was discovered. See ”Sungam san Songju sa sa 
(Record of SOn副uTemple on Mt. Sungam），” ed. Kim Imja, Kogu misul(Ancient Art) 98:9 (19伺），
p. 450 
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Temple, the second part is devoted to a lengthy account of Hy6ngak and 
his achievements. It also includes an e×cerpt from the Hy凸ngaks凸nsa
kyowae suson chang entitled Hy凸ngak sonsa p凸bる玄覚禅師法語
(Dhanna-Discourse of Son Master Hy6ngak)14. While it is evident that 
whoever compiled the CYS was familiar with both Hy凸ngak’sentry in the 
SPN and the YHST, which may have been more entact at the time the 
record was made, it is凹1Clearwhether that person had in his possession 
a more complete text containing Hy6ngak’s recorded sayings. However, as 
will be evident in the following, it is obvious that the compiler of the 
CYS had considerably more information on Hy6ngak and the brand of 
Son Buddhism he taught at his disposal than is available to us today. 
In addition to the above three written sources 訂 ethe archaeological 
remains found at the site of Y6ngok Temple itselflS. In addition to the 
foundations of the old buildings, which indicate the size of the ori伊1al
temple, there are a relatively large number of cultural remains, including 
parts of stele bases, dragon tops and 5arira-st口passcattered about the site. 
A more detailed discussion of what these remains tel us will follow 
below. 
2. Hy凸ngak:The Man and His Teachings 
It is not known why Hy6ngak has been overlooked by contempor訂y
Korean scholars in the field, but apart from the brief訂chaeologicalnotes 
14 PH 6 (1969), p. 207a. 
15 Now Naedong-ri, T’oji-myon, Kurye-gun, in South Challa province on the upper slopes of 
central Mt. Chiri below Panja Peak般若峰.During the late 1980s a new temple has ben erect巴d
on the site of the old sanctuary. The site is fairly close to Ssange Temple in the east while 
Hw尚mTemple lies further to the west. For a modem description of the site, se Han旨uki1 
myangsan taech'al (Korea’S Famous Mountains and Great Temples), Han’guk sach'al charyo ch'ongs6 
1 (The Colected Books of Materials on Korea’S Temples and Sanctuaries), comp. Han’guk 
gwangwang munhwa yongu, Seoul: Kukche pulgyo tohyopwi hoe, 1982, p. 267-71 
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by Chong Y凸ngho鄭永錆， whowas essentially the first Korean scholar to 
take serious note of him, litle else can be found about him in the 
secondary sources16. It appears that due to the fact that Hy6ngak's name 
is written with the same ch訂acters 笛 thatof a famous Chinese Chan 
monk, and possible from the fact that the SPN consists mainly of eχcerpts 
culled仕omChinese Chan works, his real identity has somehow eluded 
the concerned scholars in the field. 
Due to the missing parts of the YHST we know nothing about 
Hy6ngak’s family background or childhood. Evidently he was但nongthe 
many young Korean men who joined the Buddhist saJJgha during the late 
Silla, and gradually rose to fame in the course of the early Koryり
d戸lasty.Interestingly, the extant sources contain no information indicating 
that he ever went to China to study. The CYS attempts to make a 
connection between Hy6ngak and the famous Hyeso of Ssangye Temple 
双渓寺， alsoknown as National Preceptor Chingam真鑑国師， whomwe 
have already encountered above. However, on the basis of the extant 
information it is hard to say anything definite in this regard.官官 CYS
has this to say: 
At the end of Sila and the beginning of Koryo, the Son master 
Hyongak reestablished the halls of the temple (i.e. Yongok Temple) and 
discussed the doctrines of Son and the doctrinal teachings (Kor. kyo) with 
great vigour. He widely propagated both SOn and the doctrinal teachings, 
teaching that they were related in the same way as man and Heaven. He 
also answered questions [on the dharma] put to him by sixteen great 
masters from the Mt. Chiri [region]. In public addresses he humbly 
16 See Chang Yongho, S6kcho (Things made of Stone), Han’guk misul chonjip (Complete 
Collection of Korean Art) 7, Seoul: Tonghwa ch’ulp’an kongsa, 1973-1980, pls. 59, 60, 
61, 62, 108, and pp. 144, 153; and his Sokdung-pudo-pi (Stone Lanterns -Relic 
Containers -Steles), Han’guk i mi (Korea’s Art; hereafter H問 15,Seoul: Chung’ang 
ilbo, 1983, pls. 21-4, p. 211. 
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explained about National Preceptor Chingam's search for the Way in 
China and his death. [Al in al] National Preceptor Hyongak of Sila 
widely propagated the unification of Son and doctrinal Buddhism 
according to the principles of yin and yang17. 
Although we do not know their date, the following information on 
Hyongak can be gleaned from these lines of information. Firstly, the te×t 
mentions that he lived at the end of the Silla and the beginning of the 
Koryo. This is information that we have already had from the YHST. 
Secondly Hyongak is said to have rennovated the buildings of Yongok 
Temple, implying that there were structures on the site prior to his arrival 
there. Thirdly, the text stresses that he taught a type of Buddhism that 
combined both Son and the doctrines of the traditional Buddhist 
scriptures. Fourthly, the reference to the local Buddhist masters who 
visited him in order to receive his teaching, indicates that he was a mo叫く
of considerable fame. Fifthly, the CYS emphasizes that Hyongak was 
somehow connected to Hyeso alias National Preceptor Chingam. Exactely 
what the CYS implies in this reg訂dis山lClear,but it could be taken as 
an indication that some sort of link existed between the two men. 
Perhaps the Hyongak was actually a later follower in Hyeso' s line of 
transmission? 
The CYS contains no information on the master’s death, which may 
lead us to conclude that whoever wrote the acco山1tof Hyongak did not 
have access to the original stele inscription, that is, it was probably 
already destroyed at the time of its writing. On the basis of what we 
now know about Hyongak, we can with some confidence say that he 
probably was born some time during the late 9th to early 10th century 
and that he passed away some time before 979 AD. Probably he was a 
17 PH 6, p. 207a. I do not take this to mean that Hyongak actualy incorporated yzn-yang 
ph日osophyinto his Buddhist teaching, but that he considered Son and doctrinal Buddhism as 
being complementary in the manner of yin and y日ng.
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contemporary of King T' a司o (r. 918-942), the founder of the Koryo 
d戸1asty. The fact that the YHST refers to him as a "royal 
preceptor'' ( wangsa王師）， not only makes it evident that his name is a 
posthumous title, but also indicates that he was a m担1of high status at 
the time of death18. This is further evident, as the inscription for his stele 
was composed by a Koryo literati of Chinese descent Wang Yung （α1・
Wang Rong）王融（n.d.)19.Furthermore, the calligraphy was written by a 
government official named Chang Sinwon張信元（n.d.) All in al this 
indicates that Hyongak was an eminent person in his own day. Taking 
into account that his stele inscription dates from the late 10th century, we 
may surmise that he earned his posthumous title through services 
rendered to one of the early Kory凸kings,probably even to T' a司ohimself. 
Here it is important to note that Wang Yung and his authorship of 
Hyongak’s stele inscription is also mentioned in the inscription of the Son 
master Sokcho 釈超（912-964)20, who belonged to the Korean Popan 
tradition according to the Sδingwon sallim 釈苑詞林 (The Forest of 
Literature in the Buddhist Garden)21, compiled by Uich’on 義天
(1055-1101). This piece of information may be taken as solid evidence that 
Hyongak was an older contemporary of SOkcho, and moreover supports 
my contention that he was a relatively important monk during the early 
Koryo. 
As regards the type of Son Buddhism which Hyongak taught, the 
Hyongak Sonsa kyowae suson chang provides us with some measure of 
18 Ibid., p.320. 
19 Wang Yung was a prominent scholar of the Halirn Academy韓林 duringthe rei伊 ofKing 
Kwangjong光宗（r.949-975）・ Heis mentioned in the Kory6 sa. For further biographical 
information, se Kory6 Kwangjong y6ngu(Studies on King Kwan副ongof the Koryo), ed. Yi
Kibaek, Seoul: Ilchogak, 1981, p. 39, n31 
20 For information on出simpo巾ntPapan monk and the related sour s, se H凸Hungsik，ドo併
pulgyo sa y6ngu(Studies in the History of Koryo Buddhism), Ilcho kak. Seoul, 1986, p. 598-609 
21 Cf. HPC 4, p. 648b 
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information. In any case it co町oboratesthe statement of the CYS to the 
effect that he was a Son master well-versed in Hwaom doctrine. 
Furthermore, as will be evident in the following, he utilized Hwaom 
doctrine as a means of teaching the tenets of Son. As I see it he was 
actually not advocating the harmonization of Son and Hwaom, but 
essentially gave his own interpretation to the latter through his insights 
acquired through Son practice.百lerecan be no doubt that to Hyongak 
Son was seen as being superior to doctrinal Buddhism as represented by 
Hwaom philosophy. However, his famili訂itywith the latter enabled him 
to let it serve as a vehicle for presen也lg his understanding of Son 
doctrine and practice. 
3. The Hy凸ngaksonsa kyowae suson chang 
In order to get a better insight into Hyongak’s teaching let us now 
take a look at the Hyδngak s6nsa kyowae sus6n chang according to the the 
longest surviving source, the SPN. As it stands in this work, it appears to 
have been p紅 tof a much longer text. Indeed, as has been mentioned 
above the corresponding passage in the CYS appears under the title, 
Hy6ngak s6nsa pQb()l2. Furthermore, the texts begins rather abruptly, which 
would seem to indicate that the Hy6ngak sonsa kyowae suson chang as we 
have it today, is only part of a much longer collection of Hyongak’s 
discourses now lost. Itis possible that the teachings imparted to the 
’sixteen great masters from Mt. Chiri’mentioned in the CYS may have 
constituted the missing p訂 tsof the original text. 
2 PH 6 (1969), p. 207a. Itis not known which source the compiler of the CYS used. It may 
actually have been the SPN to which he gave a different nam巴， orperhaps he had a different 
source at his disposal? 
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Son Master Hyongak’s Established SOn 
Outside the [Written} Teaching 
False understanding is the true law's many companions, and [hence} 
mistakes have [also} been handed down in the transmission of the high 
patriarchs23. [Consequently} some have regarded the gates of sudden and 
gradual [enlightenment respectivelyJ24 as the ’true stream', whereas 
others have elevated the Complete and Sudden Teachingぉ， creatingwith 
attachment schools and vehicles. However the self-essence of the 
ocean-like nature can not be spoken about. Phenomena and their 
characteristics [remain} in eternal quiescence, and one cultivates the 
dharmadhatu cause by realizing the dharmadhatu effect26. Therefore it is 
23 I.e. within Son Buddhism 
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24 This refers to the teachings of Northern and Southern Chan, the dichotomy of which shaped the 
development of the tradition during the middle of the Tang dynasty (618-906). Recently s 
Western scholars have argued that the doctrinal and practical differences between the two 
brands of Chan were negligible, and that the real cause for contention rather rested on 
economical and political issues. See John R. M伽，恥N仇 rnS仇0山 ndthe Fonnation ザ Ea；／~
Ch’an Buddhism. Studies in East Asian Buddhism 3, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986; his 
'She山 1and the Teaching of Sudden Enlightenm倒 mEarly Ch’an Bu仙 ism,"in S刷E…i
Gradual: Approaches to Enlightenment in Chinese Thought, ed. Peter N. Gregory, Studies in East 
Asian Buddhism 5, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Pres, 1987, pp. 227-78; and Bernard Fa . 
Le bouddhi 
Publications de L'Eole Frarn;aise d'Extrem巴－Orient Vol. CLVIII, Paris: Ecole Franc百i昭
d’Ex愉 ne-Orient,1989; and his La volonte伽加d仰 dansle b【)l
du CNRS, 1988 
25 For a discussion of this teaching according to the interpretation of the Chan master Zongnu, see 
Peter N. Gregory，”Sudden Enlightenment Followed by Gradual Cultivation: Ts山市－mi'sAnalysis 
of Mind，” m Sudden and Gradual: Approaches to Enlightenment in Chinese T加ught,ed. Peter N. 
Gregory, Studies in East Asian Buddhism 5, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1987, pp. 
279-322; and his "What Happened to the ’Perfect Teaching'? Another Look at Hua-yen Buddhist 
Hermeneutics," in Buddhist Henneneutics, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Studies in East Asian Buddhism 6, 
Honolulu: Univ巴rsi
H向尚 u耐附ndingof the Hwa6m doctrines, and it is highly l制 y制 theremay have 
b en some sort of link between his understanding of doctrinal Buddhism and that of Zongmi 
26 Indicating the fruit, i.e. enlightenment, is contained in the cause, i.e. the cultivation of the 
various wholesome practices.η可isis one of the cardinal doctrines of Huayan/Hwa6m Buddhism 
T叫 oundedby the Chinese lay Buddhist m蹴 r,Li Tongxuan李通玄（印ー乃0).For a masterly 
d scussion of his thought see Robert M. Gimello，”Li T'ung-hsuan and the Practical Dimensions 
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said：’百1e cause contains its effect (i.e. fruit）！’27 It is just like the 
wonderful meaning secretly transmitted by our schools and lineages (i.e. 
by the Son Buddhists). Fundamentally there is no dharmadhatu-cause and 
also no dharmadhatu-fruit. No wisdom or realization, and no set出1gup of 
the truth, because there originally is no cause. There is no cultivation 
along the path of the myriad practices, because there originally is no fruit 
and no realization of the fruit.＇匂
Q: In this case it agrees with the [teaching of the) Ocean Seal29 [in 
of Hua-yen，” in Studies in Ch’an and Hua-yen, ed. Robert M. Gimello and Peter N. Gregory, 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism 1, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983, 321-89. During 
the later half of the Koryo dynasty Li’s commentary on Avatamsaka sutra, the Xin Hu日yanjing 
lun新華厳経論（Treatiseon the New Translation of the Avatamsaka su廿a)Taishσshinsho 
daizdcyo (Taisho Tripitaka; hereafter T.), ed. Takakusu Junjiro and Watanabe Kaigyoku, Tokyo 
Daizokyokai, 1924-1935, 1739.36, exercised a tremendous influence on the development of the 
thought of Chinul, the great reformator and reviver of Korean Son during the middle of the 
Koryo dynasty. For two different approaches to this, see Robert Buswell, The Korean Approach to 
Zen, pp. 64-5. See also his ℃h’an Hermeneutics: A Korean View，” m Buddhist Hermeneutics, ed. 
Donald S. Lopez, Studies in East Asian Buddhism 6, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988, 
pp. 231-56 
27 This short citation can not be traced to one single work, but occurs in slightly different forms 
in the teachings of both Li Tongxuan and Zongmi. The idea of dhannadhatu-causation, i.e. in the 
sense of the first awakening of faith in the Mahayana path actually establishes the practitioner 
in ful e吋ightenment,originally comes from the Avatamsak日sotra,where the seventeenth section 
of chapter seventeen is devoted to its explanation. See T. 279.10, pp. 89a-95a 
28 This refers to the Son teaching of universal emptiness (taegong大空 Originallyderived from the 
prajnaparamita literature the doctrines su打oundingthis concept were especially expounded by 
the followers of the Niutou School牛頭宗mearly Chinese Chan as well as their Sanlun三論
compatriots, and as such was limit巴din importance to a few of the current lines of Chan. Later, 
however, it became a cardinal doctrine in the development of Southern Chan, and as such it is 
of course closely linked to the doctrine of sudden enlightenment. For more information on this 
see Hsi.ieh-li Cheng，”The Roots of Zen Buddhism," journal of Chinese Philosophy 8 (1981), pp. 
451-78. In Korea Sarnron 三論（Ch.Sanlun) studies developed already during the Three 
Kingdoms Period, and has since then been an under-current in the Korean Buddhist tradition 
29 The teaching of the Ocean Seal, which is a symbol indicating that al things already are in a 
state of complete calm and extinction (Skr. bhutatata), is a major doctrine of the Hwaom School 
in Korea. It also indicat巴Sthe so-called Ocean-like SamadhI (Kor. haein sammae海印三味） of total 
unity in which the universe is realiz巴din oneself. Uisang’s important work, the Hw日omils必1g
p6pgye to華厳一乗法界図”（η1eDharmadhatu Chart of the One Vehicle Avatamsaka) sums up this 
doctrine in verse. Cf. T. 1887 A.45. For a ful translation of Uisang’s work, see Steve Odin, 
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which) one’s self is the awakened essence apart from cause and effect. 
Does this [not) agree with the Mind Seal of the True School of Son?30 
A: They are [actually) alike and yet they differ. Now, why is that? Those 
who speak about the Ocean Seal put emphasis on [the belief) that the 
cause [of enlightenment] is in the effect. [However) when retur凶ng[to 
the truth upon attaining e叫ightenment]there is no cause in the effect31 
If there is trace of a cause in the beginning, then there is [also) the trace 
of its fruit at the end. As we speak now, let us suppose that there is 
neither cause nor effect, and yet when investigating [we will find) that 
there is both cause and effect. If one agrees with SOn then there is 
fundamentally no dharmadhatu-cau民 andone will effect nothing by 
getting rid of it. Originally there will be no dharmad均tu-effect[either]. 
Hence one will effect nothing by getting rid of the effect. Why should 
one afterwards [want) to get rid of cause and effect, when upon 
returning [to the truth) there is no place for either of them? Therefore an 
Ancient has said：’百1eSon patriarchs’transmission of the [enlightened) 
mind, is like a bird flying in the empty sky！”32 
Q: In the Sudden Teaching33 al phenomenon are apart from what 
315 
Process Metaphysics and Hua-yen Buddhism: The Critic日lStudy of Cumulative Penetration vs. 
Interpenetration, Albany: SUNY Press, 1982, pp. 189・213.Two other classical Sila works devoted 
to the Ocean Seal are Myonghyo’s明孝 Haeinsammae non海印三味論 (Treatiseon the Ocean 
Seal SamadhI, T. 1889.45; and the Hwaom ils伽Zs6ngbul my伽 i華厳一乗成仏妙義（TheWonderful 
Meaning of Attaining Buddhahood according to the One Vehicle of the Avatamsaka), compiled by 
K yon Tungchi見畳之（fl.9th cent.), T. 1890.45 
30 The Mind Seal signifies the mind-transmission of the enlightened mind from master to disciple. 
A central doctrine and practice in Chan/Son Buddhism 
31 This is the standard Son approach Hyongak refers to here, i.e. the realization that cause and 
effect are both empty. For an interesting article on the concept of kanna in early Chinese Chan, 
see Robert Zeuschner，吋heUnderstanding of Karma in Early Chan Buddhism，” Journal of Chinese 
Philosophy 8 (1981), pp. 339-425 
32 This metaphor is fo山1din countless Chan/Sδn scriptures. Hyongak seems here to use the simile 
in a negative way, i.e. birds flying in the sky leaves no traces 
33η1e sudden teaching refers to a certain class of Mahayana scriptures such as the 
Vimalakirtinirde5a sotra, the Shoulengyan jing首傍厳経（Pseudo-SurangamaS口出） and the Yuanjue 
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pertains to the mind. As they are apart from [the causal mind], one is 
able to know that which thinks. One by one, phenomena after 
phenomena, purely and simple without confusion. Only this is 
meritorious virtue. Effortlessly those who to enter it attain pure 
liberation. How is this any different from the teachings of Son? 
A: All the Buddhas who manifested in the world have taught that the 
Absolute is beyond thought. When thought arises, then there訂esentient 
beings. If in sentient beings not a thought arises, then we are equal to al 
the Buddhas, and al realms will be Buddha realms! The Three Stages34 
and the Ten Virtous LeveJs35 will be [attained] like birds flying through 
an empty sky!36 Now, let us suppose that someone realizes suchness 
(Skr. bhatata) apart from names and characteristics, utterly extinguished, 
because he dwells in nothing. If he does not penetrate clearly and 
liberate those who are before him, then he will not be cultivating 
according to the Vinaya.37 [However] if he cultivates according to it, then 
he will be unmindful of the world while cultivating, and in that case he 
will realize suchness, and awaken to the body of wisdom. He will not 
give rise to foolish thinking, but will give rise to true mindfulness. Being 
in accordance with quiet extinction with no further levels [to attain], and 
in accordance with faith he will arrive in the Buddha realm38. Having 
7mg円覚経（PerfectE凶ightenmentSu廿a)according to the doctrinal scheme of the Huayan 
patriarch Fazang. It does not originally refer to Chan or Son although their teachings are in 
some cases counted as belonging to this group. For a very informative articl巴 onthe 
clasification scheme of the Five Teachings according to Huayan, see Liu Ming-Wood，”The 
P'an-chiao System of the Hua-yen School in Chinese Buddhism," TP, 57：・12 (1981), pp. 10-47. 
34 I.e. the ten abodes, the ten practices and the ten levels of faith required by a bodhisattva on the 
path towards Buddhahood 
35 These are the ten bhamis or stages through which a bodhisattva passes on his way to ful 
enlightenment. See Foguang da cidian （η1e Foguang Great Dictionary; hereafter FDC), Vol. 1, 
comp. Foguang dazang jing bianxiu weiyuan hui, Gaoxiong: Foguang chubanshe, 1988, pp 
419a-24b. 
36 Here used as a metaphor of effortlessness and ultimate freedom. 
37 Here meaning the bodhisattva precepts 
38 This explanation reveals a strong influence of p叫万aparamitathought in the form of the doctrine 
of universal emptiness on Hyongak’s formulation of the path to enlightenment. As such it shows 
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arrived there one’s faith will be [fully] established. In the SOn teachinl! 
wh凶 wenow discuss, originally加 eis not a single th叫 ht.As not: 
single thought is produced, what thought can there be? As thoughts訂e
fundamentally non-existing, how can the establishment of faith come 
about? As the stage of faith is not established, how can the Buddha 
Realm come about? As phenomena and thoughts are not seen, what 
characteristics is one removed from? As name and words 訂e
fundamentally non-existing, what names and words can one be removed 
from? For this reason, it (i.e. the SOn teaching) is not the same as that of 
the Sudden Teaching! 
Q: Concerning being unmindful of the passions in order to accord with 
principle, in which way do the bodhisattvas and the patriarchs differ?39 
A: According with principle has two meanings; with regard to the 
principle of the established teaching, it is like when the Buddha talks 
about Hinayana to the Mahayana bodhisattvas, there is no obstruction of 
Hinayana. Even when he discourses on the Mahayana, there is no 
obstruction of Mahayana, or when he discourses on principle (Kor. ni理）
and phenomena (Kor. sa事）， there is no obstruction between principle 
and phenomena. Or when he speaks about emptiness and form, there is 
no obstruction between emptiness and form, or when he speaks about 
the real and the relative, there is no obstruction between the real and the 
relative. In al the teachings of the Five Vehicles40, there is no destruction 
[in so much as] one character or one sentence. Unreal names and the 
absolute are completely fused into each other. 
According to the principle of SOn, then when the Buddha talks about 
Mahayana, there is basically no Mahayana. When he talks about 
Hinayana, there is basically no Hinayana. When he talks about principle 
his indepthedness to the doctrines of Southern Chan. 
39刊 isquestion does not occur in the SPN, but can be found as the opening question in the 
4 e ted version of the Hy6ngak Sans日kyowaesus6rz chang in the CYS. See HP, 6 (1969), p. 207a 
0 The ~ive Veh伽 are:1）刷 ofmen, 2) that of拘 vakas,3) that 向 m抑 buddh民 4）削 of
bodh1sattvas, and 5) that of buddhas. 
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and phenomena, there are basically no principle nor phenomena, 
M一ingthe Th悶 Vehicl白41 叩 d 恥 Twelv
Te叫 ng42.W伽
is [really] like a bird flying in the sky without leav加gany traces悼
Therefore the Huαyαn shu45 says that the doctrine of Oneness46 is above 
the Complete and Sudden [Teaching]47. This is to understand the 
meaning of’forge社ingexplanations’！ 
Q: If one forgets about explanations, how can there be any understanding 
of the me釘世lg[of the dharma]? 
A: Forge仕ingthe explanations of the Five Teachings is to understand the 
me紅白1gof the Five Teachings which is [in fact the very] doctrine of 
Son!4B 
This dialogue provides us with a highly interesting example of Hyongak’s 
teaching. As such it gives us an interesting 加sight into a late Silla 
attempt at harmo凶zing the doctrines of Hwaom and Son, an a抗empt
whic~ doctrinally did not culminate until恥 adventof C凶 ulmore than 
two centuries later49. While I must admit, that p訂 tsof the Hy6ngak sonsa 
41 The Three Vehicles are; 1) Hinay加a,2) Mah可部a,and 3) Ekayana. 
42百1eBuddhist Canon is traditionally grouped into twelve sections. 
43 The Three Realms: 1) the realm of d叩re,2) the realm of form, and 3) the formless realm. 
44 Because everything rests in the state of suchness 
45 This refers to the Da Jangguang Jo huayan jing shu大方広仏華厳経疏（Commentaryto the 
Avatarnsak日 satr日） by Chengguan澄観（738-840),the fourth patriarch of the Chinese Huayan 
School. Cf. T 1735.35 
46 I.e. Ekayana as represent巴dby the teaching on non-duality between the absolute and the relative 
in SOn Buddhism. 
47 This is essentially a paraphrase of a lengthier passage found in the D日fa昭guangJo hu柳川mg
shu. 
48 In o伽 words,the essent凶 meaningof doctrinal Buddhism is identical with the purport of So: 
which is the realization of the mind of enlightenment beyond verbalization and 
conceptualization. HPC 6, p. 472b-3a 
49 Despite Chinul’S success in integrating th巴doctrinesof Son and Hwaom as boume out in his 
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kyowae sus6n chang is not fully clear to me, it nevertheless amply 
demonstrates how Hyongak employed the Hwaom doctrines of 
dharmadhatu-causation and universal interpenetration as points of departure 
in his attempt of uni命ingthe Son concept of sudden enlightenment with 
doctrinal Buddhism. Finally he fuses the two into the state of integrated 
suchness through the doctrine of universal emptiness, a main tenet of Son 
Buddhism. Noteworthy here is Hyongak’s reference to the Chinese 
Huayan commentary Huayan shu, which shows his f但国liaritywith one of 
the most influential and important works employed by the Hwaom 
tradition. 
In addition to the statement in the CYS to the fact that Hyongak’s type 
of Son also accommodated doctrinal Buddhism, the text of the Hyongalc 
s6nsa kyowae sus6n chang clearly demonstrates that this was indeed the 
case. More correctly, it shows us that his teachings consisted of a type of 
Son Buddhism based on Southern Chinese Chan in which meditation and 
doctrinal lean甘ng-p訂 ticul訂 lythat associated with the Hwaom School-
were combined to form one integrated whole. Hence his approach to 
practice and doctrine is in line with that taught by the followers of the 
newly introduced Papan School 法眼宗， which also taught a syncretic 
approach to enlightenmentSO . Nevertheless, if one were to see Hyongak 
mereiy as a harmonizer between Son and doctrinal Buddhism, one is apt 
to overlook the clear line he draws between the two approaches. In other 
celebrated Wandon sangbul non円頓成仏論 (Treatiseon the Complete and Sudden Attaintment of 
Buddhahood), the practical implications of this harmonization were never carried out, and a 
state of doctrinal conflict persisted between Hwa6m and Son in the following centuries. For this 
work, cf. HPC 4, p. 724a-32b. See also Buswell, The Korean Appro日chto Zen, pp. 198-237 
so For more information on the Papan School of the early Kory6, se k加tTujin，”Kory6 
Kwangjong tae Papan chong泊itugjang kwa ku s6nggy6k (The Rise of the Papan School and Its 
Influence during the Reign of King Kwangjong of Kory6），” in Koryδch’ogi pulgyo s日ron(Essays 
on Buddhist History during the Early Koryo), ed. Pulgyo hakhoe, Pulgyo hak nonjip 5, Seoul 
MI吋oksa,1986, p. 273-360. See also S0rensen, "The History and Doctrines of Early Korean Son 
Buddhism，” pp. 327-52 
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words, while it is obvious that he does not see Son and doctrinal 
Buddhism as being fundamentally opposing schools of thought, it is 
obvious that to him Son constitutes the superior path of the two. While 
using the terminology and language of the Hwaom tradition-even to the 
point of quoting from its scriptural sources-his interpretations are 
consistently in line with the doctrinal stance of Son of the type associated 
with orthodox Southern Chan. The extent to which Hyongak used Hwaom 
ideology and terminology should be understood as upaya, i.e. as a 
pedagogical device designed to bring the questioner around to a 'higher’ 
or more ultimate view. In the final sense Hyongak may be said to have 
employed the teachings of Hwa凸m to prove Son's superiority over the 
philosophical speculations of doctrinal Buddhism. Therefore he can be 
seen to have remained squarely within the fold of the adherents of 
sudden e吋ightenment(Kor. tun6頓悟）， and as such he should be seen as 
a representative of the type of Son that dominated the spiritual landscape 
of Korean Buddhism during the late Sila and early Kory6 periods. 
4. The Archaeological Remains and the Later Fate of Y凸ngok
Temple 
In order to complete our study of Hyongak we stil need to look at 
the tangible, cultural material stil to be seen at the site of Yongok 
Temple.百usphysical evidence-even though it is meagre and fragmented 
-holds additional information of interest for us, information that will 
shed further light on this SOn monk and his role in the history of Korean 
Buddhism. 
With regard to the further history of master Hyongak’s lineage, no 
written material is extant today. However it does appear that disciples of 
the master continued to teach in Yongok Temple. This assumption is 
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based on the archaelogical evidence stil remaining on the site of the 
temple to this day. As much as two very fine sartra-stapas and the 
remains of two stele turtle-bases and their stele-heads remain from the 
period of the early Koryふi.e.from the time when Yongok Temple was a 
flourishing center of Son. As mentioned above one of the destroyed steles 
belongs to Hyongak and the other, situated in the eastern part of the 
temple, supposedly belongs to one of his disciples, or perhaps even to an 
older master as suggested by the dating of Chong Yongho・Inany case he 
believes that the remains of the original temple on the site date back to 
the late Sila and early Kory凸period51,which of course is consistent with 
the scriptural evidence that we have already discussed above. 
The earliest archaeological remain at Yongok Temple is a square, 
three-level物 aon the山 desi伊atedTreasure no. 151 （匂 1).It-was 
evidently located within the compound of the original temple rather than 
outside as was the case with the sarfra-st即応 discussedabove. It is built 
in the standard, late Sila style and consists of a square base with three 
square boxes placed on top of each other in declining scale with a 
dividing roof dividing each story. During a survey of the site in 1967 a 
cast, bronze image of a buddha was found inside the stapcP2. 
T Then there are three sanra-st即応 onthe site; the eastern, designated 
reasure no・53(fig. 2), the northern, designated Treasure no・54(fig. 3), 
and the western, designated no・154.Of these three st即応， theeastern 
and northern are both carved in the late Sila style, something which is 
evident when comparing them with other similar and dated sarfra-st.即応
51 Since Yδngo~ T叫 lehas been in ruins for several centuries, and only附
late 1930s, it '.s at pr悦 nthard to削 m山 the白 t削 ofthe original tempi巴 Forpi伽 resof the 
ultural remams, including the base and top of Hyongak’s stele se, Chong Yongho, SO<cho, 
Han’guk misu/ chanjip 7, pis. 59, 60, 61, 62, 108, and pp. 144, 153; and his Sc制ung-pudo-piHM 15, 
pis. 21-4, p. 211; and SO<t'ap (Stone Stupas), HM 9,pl. 86, p. 236. 
52子EH的 uksach'a/ pogam (The Precious Mirror of Temples in Korea巴
Uri ch'ulp'ansa, 1997, p. 290b. 
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in Korea such as those found in Taean Temple太安寺53,Pongam Temple 
鳳巌寺54and Silsang Temple実相寺s.The western st司pais clearly carved 
in a later, although unusually elaborate style, and is without a doubt that 
of T' aenung. It has moreover been dated to 1650 AD. This leaves us with 
the two early st司pasrelevant for our present purpose. 
Both the eastern and the northern stupas are elaborately carved in great 
detail, and despite minor stylistic differences, are more or less similar. In 
principle both of these sanraトstupascould be that of Hyongak, but most 
likely it is the northern one, since it is next to this that we find the 
tortoise base which held the stele recording his life. With this we must 
conclude that the northern dぽ・trcrstupais in al likelyhood that constructed 
to house Hyongak’s bodily relics.日sstele (actually the base and top) is 
designated Treasure no. 152 (fig. 4). Itconsists of a l訂 ge,dragon-tortoise 
carved in granite in accordance with Korean tradition. As mentioned at 
the beginning of this study the remai凶ngp訂tsof the fragmented stele 
itself has long since been removed from the site. The stele top which now 
rests on the back of the base stil bears Hyongak’s name. According to 
the entry on Hyongak in the CYS, his stele is said to have been placed 
in the western part of the temple, however this may be a mistake for it 
is T’aenung’s stele base that is found here at present56. 
The Koreans associate the eastern dぽ'Ircrstupawith Toson道説（827-898),
the famous, semi-mythological Son master from the Mt. Ton伊ilineage 
traditionally known for his geomantic expertise57. However, it is unclear 
which reasons lie behind this assertion, especially since we have no 
primary source with which to corroborate a connection between him and 
53 Chong Yδngho, Sake加， comparepl. 59-60 with pl. 5 and 6 
54 Ibid., compare pl. 59-60 with pl. 6. 
55 Ibid., compare pl. 59-60 with pl. 7. 
56 PH, p. 207a. Fieldwork on the site carried out by me in August, 1979, and again in 198, has 
confirmed this 
57 Chong, Sactung-pudo-pi, HM 15, p. 21a. 
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Hyongak. The eastern stupa is clearly a sanrcrstupa and as Tosむn is 
traditionally held to have passed away in Ongnyong Temple 玉竜寺58on 
Mt. Paekkye白難山 nearKwangyang in South ChOlla pro吋nceit is not 
likely that his dぽ'Ircrstupashould be located in Yongok Temple59. Possibly 
the eastern stupa is considered as having been erected to e巾 ancea 
perceived yang deficiency in this location, i.e. for geomantic reasons, 
however there are no written sources to confirm whether this was indeed 
the case. Hence, I am of the opi凶on that the eastern stupa was 
constructed for an unknown monk, possibly the master of Hy出gak,or 
perhaps an illustrious successor. However, in the light of the meagre data 
on Yongok Temple and its history which is currently at O町 disposal,the 
correct 担1SWer to this enigmatic stupa awaits future research. The 
stele-base of Treasure no・153appears to have belonged to the eastern 
sartrcrstapa. It is slightly smaller than the base for Hyongak’s stele, but 
was evidently made more or less contemporaneously （白g.6). It is clear 
beyond a doubt that together with their stele-bases, the eastern and 
northern stロpasconstitute a pair of sarfrcrstapas, each of which were 
raised as a monument for two a leading master of Son. 
In order to understand better the context in which the early 
sartra-stupas functioned let me dwell a moment on what dis位lguishes
these important monuments during the period 凹1derdiscussion. It is 
common nowadays in Korea to refer to sarfr砂stupasin general as pudo浮
屠60.However, one should be aware that there is a significant difference 
in the way sarfr肘 tap，局 and pudo look. In contrast to the distinct, 
pagoda-like shape of the sarfra-st司pas,the pudo are conical, dome-like 
5B Now known as Popwang Temple法王寺.Se HPSS, pp. 219b-20a. 
59 CKS I,p. 561 
60 Otherwise pudo or rather Jotu is a commonly used alternative t巴rmfor s同pain Ch 
Buddhism. The name probably developed from the concept of buddha-st即日， i.e・ast白日
containing the叫icsof 白kyamuni.For a brief n悦 onthis, se町 Vol.5, ~－ 4161a 可
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monuments carved in gr紅litewithout much omamentation61. However, 
they often features the incised name of the deseased monk in a cartouche 
on its main body62. They are popularly refered to as’stone drums' (Kor. 
s改めong石鐘）臼.Some time during the Koryo the sarfra-stupas changed 
shape and were increasingly refered to as in the Buddhist literature. This 
is known for a fact since the stele inscriptions erected in co吋unctionwith 
the sarfra-st即応仕omthe Silla and e訂lyKoryo clearly refered to them as 
’stupas’.64 The only pudos found on the site date from the Choson period 
(see below). Lastly it should be noted that there were always memorial 
steles erected in co吋unctionwith the making of a 抑 ・tra-st即m during the 
late Silla and early Koryo, whereas for the majority of the later pudos 
steles are rarely erected. Moreover, the steles for pudos belonging to 
important monks and nuns are usually placed in a different location. 
The third dαrtra・stupason the site differs on several points and shows 
pronounced Choson-period characteristics. It has been found to date from 
1650 A.D. At the end of the CYS we find information to the effect that 
the SOn master Soyo遁遥（1562-1649）臼， betterknown as T’aenung太能，
lived in the temple during his later years. From other sources we know 
that the death of this master took place in Yongok Temple in the ye訂
1649 AD. Hence, it is evident that the sartra-stupas from the Choson 
period is indeed that of T’aenung66. 
61 For examples, se Chong Y ongho, S改c加， pis.92”3. 
62 Interestingly these pudo are distinctly Korean in form with no documented counter-parts known 
from either China or Japan. In contemporary Korea famous monks stil have proper 5arra-st即日
raised for them, whereas ordinary monks and nuns have their ashes and other remains 
inshrined in a pudo 
63 Cf. Pulgyo sajc労1(Buddhist Dictionary), ed. Unho Yongha, Seoul: Tongguk y6kky6ng won, 1984, 
p. 317b. 
64 Se the contents of the CKS for verification of this 
65 Se HPIS, p. 316b-17a. Taenug was one of the famous Hyujong’s休静（1523-1604)leading 
disciples. For aditional information on his life and times, se the records on his activities 
appended to the Soya tang chip遣遥堂集（ColectedWritings of Ven. Soyo), HPC 8, pp.198c-200a 
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In addition to the three imposing sartra-stupas and their Stele bases the 
site holds an additional two pudos carved in different styles, but obviously 
dating from the Choson period. As they bear no legible names, it is not 
known for whom they were raised. Most importantly, however, is that 
they pro吋deus with tangible evidence of the continued presence of the 
Buddhist community in Yongok Temple (figs. 7-8). 
The CYS mentions that during the reign of King Wonjong 元宗（r.
1259-1274), 0内nch’aek,the ilus仕iouscompiler of the SPN whom we 
have met above, rep泊red the halls of the temple67. This piece of 
information may be seen as an indication that Yongok Temple had fallen 
into disuse or perhaps even been abandoned in the previous period? 
Whatever the case it appe訂Sthat Hyongak' s lineage of transmission did 
not continue very long, since the temple had to be revived as a center for 
Son training during the later part of the Koryo・Hereit is also interesting 
to learn that the CYS mentions it was in the Naewon Hall内願堂 mthe 
royal palace in Kaesong that he actually compiled the SPN68. 
Following Ch’on ch’aek, the CYS mentions that during the 16th century 
“Se Chong Yongho, Sc武dung-pudo-pi,p. 22-3, pl.甜
67 PH 6 (1969), p. 207a. Ho Hungsik fails to mention this si伊ぜicantinformation in his otherw問
excelent s旬dy,Chin g k伽 waHasan枇（NationalMaster Ch 
平叫 Min a，附 Wh出 theconnection between Ch' 6耐拙 andYongok Temple a：~ 
mportant for our understanding of how the SPN came to include the Hy6ngak s6nsa ky, 
S白内ngit is also叩ぜicant伽伽owing刷 onthe later years of Ch' onch’aek’s 山~~out
which litle is otherwise known. Interestingly the Ch’onch’aek-Yongok Temple link ・ 
oborated by information found in the Haedong Chogye che yukse Wangam kuks日kasong海東曹
渓第六世円鑑国師歌頒（Hymnsof National Preceptor Wongam, the Sixth Generation of the 
Chogye [Patriarchal Lineage] in Korea) containing the works of Ch’ungji (126-1292), a sixth 
generation descendant of Chinul. Cf. HPC 6,p. 370a-41a. Here we find two poems writen in 
吋 yto ’the Sδn Master of Yon 
382bc, and 403bc. Although the later neither bears the name of Ch’ungji or Yδngok Temple, the 
piece has been identified as having been writen for him. Cf. Wangam kuksa chip (Colected 
Writings of National Preceptor Wongam), annotated by Chin SOnggyu, Seoul: Asea munhwasa, 
198, p. 236-8, 203-5 
68 PH 6 (1969), p. 207a 
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a Son master by the name of Haean海眼（1567-?)69,another of Hy吋ong’s
disciples, was dwelling in Yongok Temple70. By the middle of the Choson, 
following the I吋mW訂（1591・1604),the temple enjoyed a lengthy and 
seemingly prosperous period under T’aenung and his followers. The last 
entries on the temple as contained in the CYS date from the e訂 lyyears 
of the Kangxi 康照（1662-1722) period, and confirms that T’aenung’s 
lineage was stil in control of the temple at that time. 
Yongok Temple seems to have declined during the late Choson, and in 
1907 most of its buildings were destroyed in a fire. Some rebuilding took 
place at a later date. Towards the end of the Colonial Period a survey of 
the site and its monuments was carried out by the Japanese. During the 
Korean War in 1950-51 the temple was complete destroyed and not rebuilt 
until the late 1980s. 
Conclusion 
By utilizing a rather diverse type of sources, including a fragmented 
stele inscription, an obscure temple history as well as archaeological 
evidence I have here廿iedto throw light on the life and teaching of the 
Son master Hyongak, as well as establishing with some degree of 
certainty the historical circumstances surro田1dinghis relationship with 
Yongok Temple. 
Through theαs we are given extensive and important information on 
the relationship between Ch’on ch’aek, the SPN and Yongok Temple, 
information that has hitherto been hard construe or indeed confirm. Now 
this enables us to conclude that the hitherto obscure SOn master Hyongak 
established a line of transmission in Yongok Temple during the early 
69 For biographical information, see HPIS, pp. 329b-30a 
70 PH 6 (1969), p. 207b. 
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Koryo. 
In 仕1e Hy白zgak s6nsa kyowae sus改zchang which survives in two 
versions, i.e. that of the SPN and that of the CYS, both of which訂e
fragmentary in nature, Hyongak’s special brand of Son is presented in the 
form of a dialogue between a representative of doctrinal Buddhism, i.e. 
the Hwaom School, and the master himself. As such the Hy6ngak s6nsa 
kyowae susめ changis in many ways typical for the kind of Son discourse 
employed in the debate with doctrinal Buddhism that took place 
throughout the late Sila and Koryo periods71. However, despite the fact 
that Hyongak’s teaching is somewhat more accomodating of doctrinal 
Buddhism than early Son in general, in so f紅白 hisuse of its concepts 
and termonology shows it, one must not overlook the fact that the 
Hy6ngak s6nsa kyowae sus仰 changis essentially a polemical piece meant to 
show the superiority of Son，出e ’special transmission beyond the 
scriptures’・ Assuch it fits closely with several of the other excerpts from 
early Son tracts as found in the SPN including Muyom’s Mus6l. t’o non無
舌土論（百1eTongueless Realm), the passage on Pomil’s conversation with 
Queen Chinsong (r. 88手897)etc72. 
Archaeological remains recovered at the site of Yongok Temple has 
provided us with additional information on the temple’s history both 
before, under and after Hyongak' s time. Most important訂 ethe eastern 
and the northern sarfra-st即応 aswell as their stele bases. While it seems 
unquestionable that the northern one is that of Hyongak, the eastern 
sarJr，砂st即応 inal likelyhood belonged to either a predecessor or one of 
his disciples. Further research will have to be done if we hope to solve 
this problem, however, in order to accomplish this, we shall also need 
刀 Fora discussion on this phase in the history of Korean Buddhism, see He町 ikH. S0rensen，”The 
Conflict between Son and Doctrinal Buddhism in Sila," East Asian Institute Occasional Papers 2 
(198), pp. 61-83 
72 HPC 6, p. 474a 
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further information. Hence it remains an open question, whether there 
was any direct connection between the two monks over whom the early 
sartr~st司pas were raised, but in any event, they indicate the exisitence of 
a lineage of transmission during the early Koryo period. 
Later Yongok Temple underwent extensive renovation during the reign 
ofねngWo吋ong.百世S indicates that it was an active center of Son 
practice during the closing years of the Koryo dynasty. The temple record 
as well as archaeological evidence further documents continued activity in 
the temple during the Choson dynasty. Most important here is the 
connection with Hyujong’s disciple T’aenung. 
The information in the CYS to the effect that Ch’on ch’aek lived in 
Yongok Temple and repaired its halls during the late 13th century would 
have given him田npleopportunity to become acquainted with the life 
and teachings of Hyongak. Undoubtedly he found him sufficiently 
interesting and important and subsequently included his teachings in the 
SPN. Indeed by this singular stroke of luck Hyongak’s legacy as 
represented by the Hyongak Sonsa kyowae suson c加nghas survived down 
to this day. Had it not been for Ch'onch’aek’s association with Yongok 
Temple it is doubtful whether Hyongak and his teaching would not have 
been lost for good. However, one important question remains: What data 
on Hy凸ngakdid Ch’on ch’aek actually have at his disposal? Did he copy 
the text of the Hy仰gakSめsakyowae susδn chang from the YHST? If so it 
must have been more or less intact at the time qずるnch’aekcompiled the 
SPN. However, it is also possible that some sort of p6p6法語（recorded
sayings) bearing Hyongak’s name was circulated existed during the late 
Koryo? 
No matter what, the legacy of Hyongak and his brand of early Koryo 
Son have been partly preserved by this seemingly diverse data consisting 
of textual and archaeological fragments. Together they provide us with 
sufficient information on the life and teachings of a Son master who 
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might otherwise have been forgotten in the obscure recesses of historv. 
Finally, I should add that the study of叫 SonBuddhism ~ould 
benefit by moving a bit beyond the mere textual approach, that hitherto 
has dominated the field, to ompass aspects of material culture as well. 
To be more concrete, what is needed i s a more determined attempt at 
combining the extant textual material with the 訂chaeological 白ndings
from the sites of the early Son temples and monasteries. As I have 
endeavoured to demonstrate here, our investigations may indeed benefit in 
various ways 仕omaccessini?: ci g or diverse and complex, historical 
material. In any case it is self-evident that the more complete data on the 
Son temples we have at hand, the better ar e our chances at understanding 
the reality that was early Korean Son Buddhism. 
Abbreviations 
CKS Chσ1sen kinseki sσran 
CYS ChiれsanY 6ngok sa s司＆
FDC Foguang da cidian 
HPC Han'guk pulgyo ch6nsδ 
HHCTH Haedong Honam Chi行sanTae Hwaδm sa sajδk 
HPSS Han’guk pulgyo sach’al saj伽
HIPS Han’guk pulgyo inmy6ng sa同1
T弘4 Han’guk首imi 
HPH Han’guk pulgyo hak 
HSS Han’guk sach’d saj伽
PH Pulgyo hakbo 
SPN Sonmun pojang nok 
T. Taishσshinsha daiz品yσ
TP T’oung Pao 
YHST Yongok sa Hy訪zgaks傍zsat’appi 
zz Dainihon zokuzδkyδ（90 vols. edition) 
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Figures(All photos by the author) 
Fig. 1. Three-storied stupa. 
Late Silla-early Koryo. 
Treasure no. 151. 
Fig. 2. The northern sanrα－ i1p ' l. 
Treasure no. 54. 
Early Koryo, 979 AD. 
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Fig. 3. The eastern dぽ・ra-stupa.
Treasure no. 53. Early Koryo. 
Fig. 4. T’aenung' s sartra-stupa. 
Treasure no. 154. 
Choson, dated 1650 AD. 
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Fig. 5. Hyongak’s stele base and stele top. Treasure no. 152. 
Dated 979 AD. 
Fig. 6. Smaller stele base w. top belonging to the eastern st日pa.
Treasure no. 153. 
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Fig. 7. Small pudo carved in a style 
reminiscent of the earlier dぽ·1r~stapas
w. base, round body and round, 
slanting roof. 
Second half of Choson dynasty. 
Fig. 8. Large, canister-shaped pudo. 
Second half of Choson d戸1asty.
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